
The Sun-Earth-Moon System

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:
Solar flare Spring tide Waning moon Sun spots

Terrestrial planets Rotation Retrograde rotation Umbra

1. ______________ - the clockwise rotation of a planet on its axis

2. ______________ - the spinning of the Earth (or any planet) on its axis

3. ______________ - enormous

4. ______________ - the high tide created when the moon, sun and Earth are
all in line with each other; the highest high tide

5. ______________ - cooler, dark areas on the Sun's surface that are the result
of the sun's magnetic field affecting the convection of heat in the Sun

6. ______________ - the four rocky inner planets closest to the Sun (Mercury,
Venus, Earth and Mars)

7. ______________ - the darkest shadow of a celestial body during an eclipse

8. ______________ - a phase of the Moon when the sunlit portion of the Moon
is getting smaller
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The Sun-Earth-Moon System

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:
Solar flare Spring tide Waning moon Sun spots

Terrestrial planets Rotation Retrograde rotation Umbra

1. retrograde rotation - the clockwise rotation of a planet on its axis

2. rotation - the spinning of the Earth (or any planet) on its axis

3. solar flare - enormous

4. spring tide - the high tide created when the moon, sun and Earth are all
in line with each other; the highest high tide

5. sun spots - cooler, dark areas on the Sun's surface that are the result of
the sun's magnetic field affecting the convection of heat in the Sun

6. terrestrial planets - the four rocky inner planets closest to the Sun
(Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars)

7. umbra - the darkest shadow of a celestial body during an eclipse

8. waning moon - a phase of the Moon when the sunlit portion of the Moon
is getting smaller
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